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Abstract
Recently, the explicit evaluation of Gauss sums in the index 2 and 4 cases have been given in several papers
(see [2, 3, 7, 8]). In the course of evaluation, the sigh (or unit root) ambiguities are unavoidably occurred. This
paper presents another method, different from [7] and [8], to determine the sigh (unit root) ambiguities of Gauss
sums in the index 2 case, as well as the ones with odd order in the non-cyclic index 4 case. And we note that the
method in this paper are more succinct and effective than [8] and [7].
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1 Introduction
Gauss sums are one of the most important and fundamental objects and tools in number theory and arithmetical
geometry. The explicit evaluation of Gauss sums is a very important but very difficult problem. Let p be a prime
number, and let N (:? 2) be a natural number such that (N, p) ~ 1. Take f ~ ordN(p) be the multiplicative order
of pin (Z/NZ)*, i.e. f is the smallest positive integer such that pi == 1 (mod N). For a multiplicative character
X with fixed order N over the finite field IFpI ~ IFq, let X(O) ~ o. Thus, for 1 ~ T ~ N - 1, 1 ~ v ~ p - 1, the
Gauss sums G (Xr , v) over IFq related to Xr and v are defined by
G(xr,v) ~ L xr(x)(~T(x).
XEF q
(1.1)
where (p ~ e2~i/p, i ~ y'=T, and T denotes the trace map from IFq onto IFp.
Since G(xr,v) ~ Xr(v)G(Xr, 1) we can concentrate on G(Xr, 1), which we briefly denote by G(Xr) in the
following text for simplicity. And then G(X) E Z[(Np], which is the integral ring of the cyclotomic field. As
we known, the Galois group Gal (iQI((N, (p)/iQI) is canonically isomorphic to group (Z/NpZl' '" (Z/NZl' x
(Z/pZl'
In 1890,1. Stickelberger gave a series profound results of Gauss sums in paper [5], which made far-reaching
influence for later studies of Gauss sums. One of these famous results is called "Stickelberger's congruence" by
later people.
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Recently, a series papers [2, 7, 3, 8] have studied the problem of explicit evaluation of Gauss sums in the index
2 and 4 case, i.e., the case that [(Z/NZ)' :< p >] ~ 'P(N)/ f ~ 2, 4, where 'P is Euler's function. Throughout
the proof of these papers, one can find that there unavoidably exists the sigh (or unit root) ambiguities in the course
of evaluation. The reasons for the occurrence of sigh (unit root) ambiguities lie that (I) quadric equations always
have solutions with "±" ambiguities; (2) when one finds generator element for a principal ideal in the ring, there
is inevitably an ambiguity of the unit, exactly it's an ambiguity of the unit root in the ring. The methods to solve
the problem of sigh ambiguity in the above papers are that: lifting both sides of the fonnulas for Gauss sums to the
power of l~' (I, I N is odd), and then taking both sides modulo 1,. Thus, the sigh ambiguities can be distinguished.
However, when I, ~ 1, 3,~ E K, which is the decomposition subfield of p, the integral ring OQ(R) C OK
has four or six unit roots, i.e., < i > or < (6 >, they can not be distinguished by the congruences modulo h. So,
we need another method to detennine the ambiguities in these cases.
In this paper, using Stickelberger's congruence, another method to determine the sigh (unit root) ambiguities
of Gauss sums different from [7, 8] is presented. First, some preliminary results are given in Section 2, including
fundamental knowledge of Teichmuller maps and characters and the representation of Stickelberger's congruence
in detail. Then, in Section 3, we give the main theorem to solve the problem of sigh (unit root) ambiguities of
Gauss sums in the index 2 case, as well as some concrete examples. Finally, in Section 4, for the Gauss sums with
odd order N in the non-cyclic index 4 case, we do the same things as the ones in Section 3.
2 Preliminary Results
2.1 Teichmiiller Maps and Characters
First, we introduce the Teichmuller maps and characters, and then determine the character x, related with the
Gauss sums, of order N. Let L ~ Q!((q-1), and take ')3 be one of prime ideal factors of pin OL. By the extension
theories of cyclotomic fields, we know that
(2.1)
For 0 ~ j ~ q - 1, since q ~m=i(1- (~-1)' (q - l,p) ~ 1, thus 1 - (~-1 rt ')3, i.e. (~-1 rt (~-1 + ')3 (i f j).
So (~-1 respectively belong to the different easels (mod ')3) when j runs from 1 to q - 1.
Now define Teichmuller character w<p and a character X with order N as follow:
W<p(t) ~ (~-1 (Vt rt ')3)
X(t) ~ X<p(t) ~ w;f (t) (2.2)
where (~~q,')/N denote the unique (q - 1)-th unit root in t. Moreover, by the above correspondences, we can lift
the isomorphism (2.1) to the following maps, which are called Teichmuller maps
1>: Z[(q_1] -+ IFq ~< 1 > U{O}
q-1 q-1 (2.3)
:>:= ai(~_1 e-+ :>:= bi'!'
i=O i=O
where ai == bi (mod p), bi E IFp , and the selection of 1, the primitive element of IF;, is determined by 1 == (q-1
(mod ')3). It is easy to know that 1> is a surjective homomorphism. Particularly, if K is the fixed subfield of
isomorphism ap, i.e. for x E K one has apex) ~ x, then by TeichmUller map 1>, 1>(x)P ~ 1>(x), thus 1> (x ) E IFp.
From now on, we always view X as X<p defined in (2.2). Next, we consider the Gauss sum G(X) related to
X ~ X<p·
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2.2 Stickelberger's congruence
In 1890,1. Stickelberger stated a series profound results of Gauss sums in [5], which made long influence for the
research after. A famous result among them, called"The Stickelberger's Theorem". It gives a revealment of the
factorization for the Gauss sums in the integral ring of cyclotomic field. As we known, for a multiplicative character
Xwith order N over IFq , G(X)N E Z[(N] ~ OM, where M ~ Q((N). And the Galois group
Gal(M/Q) ~ {aall 0:; a 0:; N -I, (a,N) ~ I}
is canonically isomorphic to multiplicative group (Z/NZ)'.
Theorem 2.1 (Stickelberger's theorem, see in [I, §11.2] or [4, §11.3]). Let G(X) be the Gauss sum with order N
over IFq, M ~ Q((N). Then, there exists a prime ideal factor P ofpin OM such that
N-l
where e~ :>:= aa;;' E Z[G] is usually called: "StickeTberger Element".
",=1
(a,N)=l
Actually, in [5] 1. Stickelberger also gave a more exact congruence relation for Gauss sums in cyclotomic field
Q((N, (p), which is called "Stickelberger's congruence", and Theorem 2.1 is just the corollary of it
For°0:; a < q - I (q ~ pf), let the p-adic expression of a be
f-l
a ~ C{) + c,p + ... + Cf-IP
where Ci E {a, I" .. ,p - I}. And we define that
Sea) ~ C{) + ... + Cf-l E Z, tea) ~ C{)!c,! ... Cf-l! E Z.
And for any bE Z, assume that S(b) ~ S(b' ), t(b) ~ t(b' ), where 10:; b' < q - I, b' == b (mod q - I).
Theorem 2.2 (Stickelberger's congruence, see in [I, §11.2]). Let X<p define as (2.2) and v<p denote the the
exponentialvaluationforprime divisorlf3. Then, for 1 ~ a ~ N -1, n = 9,
More exactly, let IT ~ (p - I, (v<p (IT)) ~ 1, then
7r S (an)
G(X-a ) == _ -(-) (mod ')3S(an)+I)
tan
we remark that the character X<p in Theorem 2.2 is determined by a properly selected ')3, which is a prime ideal
factor of pin Q((q-l). The more details for "How to select ')3?" will be given in Section 3 and 4.
With the preparation above, we next consider the determination of the sigh (unit root) ambiguities of Gauss
sums by Stickelberger's congruence, which is a different method from [7, 8]. And we always assume that p f 2
except so far as otherwise expressly stated.
3 Sigh (unit root) ambiguities of Gauss sums in index 2
In [8], explicit evaluation of Gauss sums in index 2 case has been given. And we find that there are the following
four forms for Gauss sums in index 2 case:
(I). G(X) ~ EP~;
(2). G(X) ~E#' pY (p' ~ (-I)Yp);
(3). G(X) ~ 2-Y pX(a + byCL) (x, y, L E Z+ U{O});
(4). G(X) ~ 2-Y # pX(a+byCL).
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(3.1)
To determine E, a, [8] considered the congruences modulo L or certain odd factor of L. However, when L ~ 1,3,
Q(~) has 4 or 6 unit roots, and by the congruences modulo L (or its factor) , one can not distinguish these unit
roots. Additionally, when L ~ 2, by the congruences modulo L, one can not distinguish ±I at alL Thus, in these
cases, we need another method to solve the problem of sigh (unit root) ambiguities for Gauss sums in index 2 case.
Firs~ we consider the Gauss sums as form (I) in (3.1), i.e. G(X) ~ Ep~. By 7r ~ (p - I and congruence
p-l p-l
P ~ II (I - (;) == 7rp - 1 II i == - 7rp - 1 (mod 'j3P),
i=l i=l
we can detennine E directly by Stickelberger congruence, i.e.,
G(X) == E(_I)~7r(P-l)~ == -7r(-n) (mod 'j3,(-n)+I).
t(-n)
By Stickelberger's theorem, s(-n) ~ (p - I)~, (7r) ~ 'j3, we have that
E == (_I)~+I/t(_n) (mod 'j3).
(3.2)
(3.3)
Since E, (-I) ~+" t(-n) are all belong to field K, which is the fixed subfield of <7p in Q((p, (N), acting Teichmuller
map <p to both sides of the (3.3), we have that
E == (_I)~+I/t(_n) (mod pl.
Nex~ for the Gauss sums as form (2) in (3.1), i.e., G(X) ~ E# .pY, by Stickelberger's congruence,
=l p - I ,+'# == - 7r ' / (-2-)! (mod 'j3--'-),
where # equals to the quadratic Gauss sum over IFp. Thus,
G(X) == - E(-I)Y 7r 9 7r Y(P-l) /(p; I)! == _ 7r,(-n) /t(-n) (mod 'j3,(-n)+I).
Similarly, let Ep == (S")! (mod p), then
E~ (-I)Y . Ep/t(-n) (mod pl.
(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.6)
We note that when E f ±I, such as, when E E< A >, we need solve equation x 2 + I ~ 0 in IFp and properly
select 'j3 to determine the responding elements in IFp to <p(A) and <p(-A), and then determine E.
Sequently, for the Gauss sums as form (3) in (3.1), i.e., G(X) ~ 2- Y pX(a +b~), by Stickelberger's congru-
ence, we have
s(-n)(_I)X7r(P-l)xTY(a+b~)== G(X) == -7r (mod 'j3,(-n)+I).
t(-n)
And for G(X) ~ X(-I )G(;;') ~ X(-I )G(X-1 ), similarly by Stickelberger's congruence, we obtain that
sen)
x(_I)(_I)X 7r (P-l)x2-Y(a - b~) == G(x-1) == -t(n) (mod 'j3*)+I).
By Stickelberger's theorem, bo(p - I) ~ s(-n), b, (p - I) ~ sen), x ~ min{bo, b, }. Let
(3.7)
(3.8)
{ Tfand Ti ~ o
when x = bi;
otherwise.
(i ~ 0, I) (3.9)
Combining (3.7) and (3.8), and then simplifying, we have
{
a+b~==To (mod 'j3).a-b~==T,
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Since~ or -l+F is the integral base of K,~ E K. Under the Action of Teichmuller map <P, we have
<p(~) E IFp. It is not hard to get the two roots of equation x 2 + L ~ 0 in IFp, and without loss of generality,
we suppose that the two roots are ±p. Then we can let <p(~) ~ 13, conditionally proper selection of ')3. So, the
above congruence can be simplify as the following equation modulo p:
Therefore,
(3.10)
Thus, we can not only determine the sigh of a but also the sigh of b, i.e., solve the problem of sigh ambiguity for
this case, conditionally proper selection of ')3,
Finally, for the Gauss sums as form (3) in (3.1), i.e., G(X) ~ 2-Y .,j-p' . pX(a +b~), similarly, we let
1:' _ (-I)"op T' _ (-I)XopX(-I)
°- t(-n) , 1 - ten) d T _{TfwhenX~bi;(._ )an i- z-Olo otherwise. ' (3.11)
And let <p(~) equal to 13, one root of equation x 2 + L ~ 0 in IFp. Then, a, b can be determined by congruence
equations (3.10) in IFp, conditionally proper selection of ')3.
In conclusion,
Theorem 3.1. For the Gauss sums in index 2 case, conditionally proper selection of ')3, the sigh (unit root)
ambiguities can be solved by formula (3.4), (3.6), (3.9), (3.10) and (3.11), according to the differentforms of(3.1).
In the end ofthis section, we give an example, as a complement of [8], for the explicit evaluation of Gauss sums
in the Case F, one of subcases of index 2 case.
Example I(Case F) Let N ~ 41~', A ~ i.
(I). Firstly, take l, ~ 5, then N ~ 4 x 5 ~ 20, f ~ 4, h, ~ h(Q+/~)) ~ 2.
Whenp == 3 (mod 4) anda, ~ I, it belongs to Case FI in [8]. We take p ~ 3, then, < p >~ {1,3, g, 7}, 91 <
P >~ {11, 13, 17, Ig}. Solving the quadratic equations, we get
Next, we try to determine the sigh of a, b by our Theorem3.!. Since n ~ (34 - I) /20 ~ 4 ~ I . 3 + I,
(20 - I)n ~ 2 . 33 + 2 . 32 + ·3 + 1. So s(-n) ~ 6 ~ bo(p - I), sen) ~ 2 ~ b, (p - I), b, ~ min{bo, b, } ~ I,
(t(n) )-1 ~ (1!l!)-1 == I (mod 3). The two roots of equation x 2 + 5 ~ 0 in IF3 are exactly ±I, and then we let
<p(H) ~ I, conditionally proper selection of ')3. By (3.9),
( I) (mod 3).
-I
Thus, the Gauss sum of order 20 over IF 3 and its conjugation are:
G(X) ~ 2(-2 - H), G(x) ~ 3(-2 + H).
When p == I (mod 4) and a, ~ I, it belongs to Case F2(1) in [8]. We take p
{I, 13, g, 17}, 91 < P >~ {3, 7, 11, Ig}. So bo ~ b, ~ 2 ~ ~. Then
13, then< p >~
!G(X) ~ op" (where 0 E {±I,±i}).
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Since n ~ (134 -I) /20 ~ 1428 ~ 8.132 +5 ·13+11, (20-I)n ~ 12.133+ (12 -8) .132+ (12 -5) ·13+ (12-11).
So (t(-n))-' ~ (12!4!7!l!)-' == 8 (mod 13). And by (3.4),
E == (-I?+'. 8 == 5 (mod 13).
The two roots of equation x 2 + 1 ~ 0 in IF '3 are exactly ±5, and then we let eP(i) ~ 5, conditionally proper
selection of ')3. Thus, E ~ i and
(2). Secondly, let l, ~ 7, then N ~ 4 x 7 ~ 28, f ~ 6.
Whenp == 1 (mod 4) and a, ~ I, it belongs to Case F2(2). We take p ~ 5, so, < p >~ {I, 5, 25,13,9, 17}, 9' <
P >~ {3, 11, 17, 19,23, 27}. Andbo ~ ~ ~ L;;, b, ~ t ~ tt'. Thus, G(X) ~ y'5 ... 52 (a + bi), where
a2 + b2 ~ P ~ 5. n ~ (56 - 1)/28 ~ 558, sen) ~ 1O,t-'(n) == 2 (mod 5), s(-n) ~ 14,t-'(-n) ~ 3
(mod 5), ep ~ (';') == 2 (mod 5). Since ±2 are the two roots of equation x 2 + 1 ~ 0 in IF5 , we can let
eP(i) ~ 2 E IFp conditionally proper selection of ')3. By (3.10) and (3.11),
Therefore,
G(x<p) ~ -y'5. 52 (2 - i), G(X<p) ~ -y'5. 52 (2 + i).
Whenp == 3 (mod 4) and a, ~ 2, it belongs to Case F3(1). We take p ~ 11, then < p >~ {I,ll, 9, 15, 25, 23}, 9' <
P >~ {3, 5, 13, 17, 19, 27} and bo ~ b, ~ ~ ~ 3. By Theorem 4.9(iii) in [8], we have that
G(X) ~ (-I)¥ .11 3 ~ _11'-
And by Theorem 3.1, we can verify thatthe sigh of 11 3 is (-I) ~+,/ t(-n) == (_1)3+'/ (-I) == - 1 (mod 3).
(3). Thirdly, let l, ~ 11, then N ~ 4 x 11 ~ 44, f ~ 10, h, ~ 1.
Whenp == 1 (mod 4) and a, ~ I, it belongs to Case F2(2). We take p ~ 13, then < p >~ {I, 13, 37, 41, 5, 21, 9, 29, 25, 17}
and bo ~ ~ ~ L;;, b, ~ '2' ~ tt'. Thus, G(X) ~ vT3. 134 (a + bi) where a2 + b2 ~ P ~ 13.
And n ~ (13'0 -1)/44 ~ 3133147542, sen) ~ 66,t-'(n) == 2 (mod 13), s(-n) ~ 54,t-'(-n) ~ 7
(mod 13), ep ~ (132 ') == 5 (mod 13). It is easy to know that ±5 are the two roots of equation x 2 + 1 ~ 0 in
IF '3, and we can let eP(i) ~ 5 E IFp, conditionally proper selection of ')3. By (3.10) and (3.11), we have
Thus,
G(x<p) ~ vT3. 134 (2 - 3i), G(X<p) ~ vT3 ... 134 (2 + 3i).
Whenp == 3 (mod 4) and a, ~ 2, it's belong to Case F3(2). We take p ~ 3, then, < p >~ {I, 3, 9, 27, 37, 23, 25, 31, 5, 15}
andh, ~ 1. By Theorem4.9(iii) in [8], we know that a ~ ±5, b ~ ±I, andbo(p-I) ~ s(-n) ~ 12, b,(p-I) ~
sen) ~ 8, t(n)-' == 1 (mod 3). It is easy to know that ±I are the two roots of equation x2 + 11 ~ 0 in IF 3, and
we can let eP(J=IT) ~ 1 E IFp, conditionally proper selection of ')3. By (3.9) and (3.10), we have
Thus, the Gauss sum of order 44 over IF 3 and its conjugation are:
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4 Sigh (root unit) ambiguities of Gauss sums in index 4 case
Recently, [2, 7, 3] have given explicit evaluation of Gauss sums in index 4 case. For the Gauss sums with odd
order N in the index 4 non-cyclic case, [7] solved the problem of sigh ambiguities by the congruences modulo
certain odd factors I of N. However, as we have said in previous text, when I ~ 1,3, R E K, which is the fixed
subfield of ap , the integral ring OQ(yCl) C OK has four or six unit roots, i.e., < i > or < (6 >, they can not be
distinguished by the congruences modulo l. And for the other situations of Gauss sums in index 4 case, we refer to
[3] and [6].
As we known, [7] discussed many subcases and gave the results in two large tables. In this section, we give
an unified theorem to solve the problem of sigh (unit root) ambiguities for all the subcases of Gauss sums with
odd order N in the index 4 non-cyclic case, by Stickelberger's congruence. And we give several examples, as
complements for [7]. Particularly, we note that it occurs that A E K in some examples, and they can not be
correctly calculated by the method in [7].
In this section, we always keep the following assumptions. Assume that
T. P is a prime number, N ;? 2, (p(p - I), N) ~ I, and let the order of p modulo N is f ~ "'<:') So, N must
be odd, [(Z/NZ)' :< p >] ~ 4, and the decomposition field K of p in 'iJ1((N) is abelian quartic field.
T. q ~ pi, Xbe a multiplicative character of order N over IFq .
T. -I rt< p >c (Z/NZ)', so K is an imaginary field.
By Theorem.3.2 in [7], the Gauss sums with odd order N in index 4 non-cyclic case have exactly the following
three forms:
!(I). G(X) ~ Ep';
(2). G(X) ~ 2-Y pX(a + byCL);
(3). G(X) ~ 2-Y pX(a + byCL)(a' +b'V-V),
(4.1)
where f ~ ",(:,) , x, Y E Z+ U {a}, (a, b), (ai, b') E Z2 are determined by certain quadratic positive equations,
and yCL, v-V E K
Similar as Section 3, for the Gauss sums as form (4.1(1)) and (4.1(2)), the sigh or unit root ambiguities can be
solved by equations (3.4), (3.9) and (3.10) in finite field IFp. We next consider the Gauss sums as form (4.1(3)).
Suppose the quotient group (Z/NZ)' / < P >'" {I, a, T, aT} anda(yCL) ~ -yCL, a(V-V) ~ V-V; T(yCL) ~
yCL, T(V-V) ~ -V-V. Since xl. ~ I is trivial character, applying Stickelberger's congruence, respectively,
,
to G(X), a(G(x)), T(G(X)) and aT(G(x)), we have that
G(x)
G(XU )
G(XT )
G(XUT )
~ (_I)X ... 2Y . 7r(p-I)x (a + byCL) (a
'
+ b
'
V-V) == -t(~~))
~ (-I)" ·2Y . 7r(p-I)X(a-byCL)(a' +b'V-V ) == -t'(~:))
~ (_I)X . 2Y . 7r(p-l)x(a + byCL)(a
'
- b
'
V-V) == -tr(;~))
~ (-I)". 2Y . 7r(p-l)x(a - byCL)(a
'
- b'V-V) == -t'(~;~))
(mod ,w(-n)+I);
(mod ,w(-un)+I);
(mod ,w(-m)+I);
(mod ,w(-um)+I).
By Stickelberger's theorem,
(p-I)bo ~ s(-n), (p-I)b , ~ s(-an), (p-l)b2 ~ s(-m), (p-l)b 3 ~ s(-am),
and x ~ min{bo, b
"
b2 , b3 }. Let
(4.2)
And we take ±p, ±p' be the roots of equations x 2 + £ ~ 0 and x 2 + £1 ~ 0 in IFp. Selecting proper 'j3 such that
r(yCL) ~ 13', r(V-V) ~ pi under the action of TeichmUller map. Thus, we obtain the following equations in
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IFp,
C] l! (3 (3' "TTla'b -(3 (3' _(3(3' T, (mod p) (4.3)ab' (3 _(3' _(3(3' T2bb' -(3 _(3' (3(3' T3
Summing up, we have the theorem.
Theorem 4.1. For the Gauss sums with odd order N in the index 4 non-cyclic case (see [3J for detailed classifi-
cation), conditionally proper selection of')3, the sigh (unit root) ambiguities can be solved by equations (3.4), (3.9)
and (3.1 0), (4.2) and (4.3) in IFp, according to the differentforms as (4.1).
Next, we give some examples, as supplements for [7].
Example 2 (Case N-a)
(I). Case(N-a1). Let I, ~ 7, 12~ 11, thenN ~ 77, f ~ 15, (,7,) ~ -1. We take P ~ 37, thenordN(p) ~ 15
and h2 ~ h(Q!(v=rr» ~ 1. Solving the quadratic positive equations, we get
4· 37 ~ a2 + 11b2 , 37 f ab ==* a ~ ±7, b ~ ±3.
By Stickelberger'stheorem, bo(p-1) ~ s(-n) ~ 288, t(-n) == 7 (mod 37), b,(p-1) ~ sen) ~ 252, ten) == 21
(mod 37). And it's easy to know that ±1O are the two roots of x 2 + 11 ~ ain IF 37. Conditionally proper selection
of ')3, we can take ,p(v=rr) ~ 10 E IF 37 By (3.9) and (3.10), we have that
Therefore, a = -7, b = -3, i.e., the Gauss sum of order 77 over IF3715 and its conjugation are
1 7 v=rrG(X<p) ~ -237 . (7 + 4 -11),
(2). Case(N-a2). Lell, ~ 11, 12 ~ 5, then N ~ 55, f ~ 10, (~) ~ (¥) ~ 1 h'2 ~ 4, h, ~ 1, h2 ~ 4.
We take P ~ 59, then
4· 592 ~ a2 + 55b2 , 59 f AB, ==* A ~ ±102, B ~ ±8.
By Stickelberger'stheorem,bo(p-l) ~ s(-n) ~ 348, t(-n) == 43 (mod 59), b,(p-l) ~ sen) ~ 232, ten) ==
11 (mod 59). And it's easy to know that ±2 are the two roots of x 2 + 55 ~ a in IF59 . Conditionally proper
selection of ')3, we can take ,p(V-55) ~ 2 E IF59 By (3.9) and (3.10),
Thus, a = -102, b = -8, i.e., the Gauss sum of order 55 over IF5910 and its conjugation are
(3). Case(N-a3). Lell, ~ 7, 12 ~ 5, thenN ~ 35, f ~ 6, (~) ~ (t) ~ -1 h 12 ~ 2, h, ~ 1, h2 ~ 2. We
take p ~ 79, then
{
4· 79 ~ a2 + 35b2 , 79 f AB ==* a ~ ±1, b ~ ±3;
4· 79 ~ (a' )2 + 7(b'?, 79 f a'b' a' ~ ±8, b' ~ ±6.
Since (Z/NZ)'j <p> {1,2}x{1,3},andby StickelbergerTheorem, s(-n) ~ 312, t(-n) == 71 (mod 79), sen) ~
156, ten) == 69 (mod 79), s(-2n) ~ 234, ten) == 8 (mod 79), s(-3n) ~ s(2n) ~ 234, ten) == 10 (mod 79).
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And it's easy to know that ±26 and ±25 are respectively the roots of x 2 + 35 ~ 0 and x 2 + 7 ~ 0 in IF79. Con-
ditionally proper selection of ')3, we can take eP(V -35) ~ 26, eP(A) ~ 25. Since "2 fixes A and "3 fixes
V -35, by (4.2) and (4.3),
(::,) (-~4)
bb' -18
a~1
b ~-3
a' = 8
b
'
~ 6
Thus, the Gauss sum of order 35 over IF796 and its conjugation are
G(x<p)
G(X~)
G(X~)
G(X.p')
Example 3(Case(N-b)) Let N ~ 231 ~ 11 x 7 x 3, then (11, 7, 3) == (3,3,3) (mod 4), f ~ 120/4 ~ 30, m~
1, (fr) ~ 1 ( :,) ~ -1. We know that there are 56 elements of order 30 modulo 231, which can be divided into
seven groups. The primitive roots modulo 11,7 and 3 are respectively:
g, E {211, 127, 106, 85}(mod 11), g2 E {199, 166}(mod7), g3 ~ 155(mod3).
(I). Whenp == gIg2g3, p E {-79,-46,5,26,38,47,59,80} (mod 231). It's belong to Case(N-b2-a2), and
we take p = 5, h123 = 12. Solving the positive quadratic equations, we have
4 . 5'2 ~ a2 + 231b2 , 5 f ab, ==* a ~ ±27886, b ~ ±928.
By Stickelberger'stheorem, s(-n) ~ 72, t(-n) == 3 == 2- 1 (mod 5), sen) ~ 48, ten) == 2 == 3- 1 (mod 5).
And ±2 are the two roots of equation x 2 + 231 ~ 0 in IF5 . Conditionally proper selection of ')3, we can take
eP(V -231) ~ 2 E IF5 By (3.9) and (3.10),
Thus, a ~ -27886, b ~ 928, i.e., the Gauss sum of order 231 over IF5~C and its conjugation are
G(x<p) ~ 59 (-13943 + 464V-231), G(X<p) ~ 59 (-13943 - 464V-231).
(2). When p == g1g~g3 (mod 231), p == g1g~g3 E {-103, -82, -31, 2, 74,95,107, 116}. It's belong to
Case(N-b2-a2). We take p ~ 2, then
Now, we can not distinguish ± modulo 2, which means that we can not use Stickelberger's congruence and
Theorem4.1. So, we use the congruence modulo l~', the method in [7]. a == 2p¥ == 26 ... 2 == 2 (mod 7), so
a = -103. Thus, the Gauss sum of order 231 over IF230 and its conjugation are
{G(x), G(X)} ~ {28 (-103± 5V-231)}.
(3). when p == g1g2g~ (mod 231), p == g1g2g~ E {-86, -53, 19,40,52,61,73,94}. It's also belong to
Case(N-b2-a2). But, we notice that K ~ iQ!(N, V-231), and it implies that there must exist an ambiguity of
< (6 > in the course of evaluation of Gauss sum. If we take p ~ 19, then,
4· 196 ~ a2 + 231b2 , 19 f AB, ==* a ~ ±79884338, b ~ ±3271120.
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So, a == ± 3, b == ± 4 (mod 19). By Stickelberger's theorem, we have s(-n) ~ 324, t(-n) == 15 == 14-1
(mod 19), sen) ~ 216, ten) == 14 == 15-1 (mod 19). Since 231 == 3 (mod 19), ±4 is the two roots of
x 2+231 ~ x2+3 ~ OinIB"9. Conditionally proper selection of ')3, we can take 4>(y'-231) ~ 4>(A) ~ 4 E lB"9.
Then 4>((6) ~4>(¥) ~ -7 and 4>((6 ' ) ~ 7,4>((3) ~4>(W ~ -8,4>((3') ~8. By (3.9) and (3.10),
So 4>(0) ~ -8, a == 3, b == 4 (mod 19). Thus, 0 ~ (3 ~ -1+2vC' , a ~ -79884338, b ~ 3271120, i.e., the
Gauss sum of order 231 over IF 1980 and conjugation are
G(x<p) ~ 199C- ' +2vC')(-39942169 + 1635560y'-231);
G(X<p) ~ 199C-l+2vC')(-39942169 -1635560y'-231).
(4). When p == 9i9~93 (mod 231), p E {-94, -73, -61, -52, -40, -19, 53, 86}. It's belong to Case(N-b3-
a). Take p ~ 53, then s(-n) ~ 780, t(-n) == 1 (mod 53). By (3.4),
0== (_1)30/2+1jt(_n) == 1 (mod 53) =? 0 ~ 1.
Thus, the Gauss sum of order 231 over IF5380 is
G(x) ~ 5315 .
(5). When p == 9i929~ (mod 231), p E {-107, -95, -74, -2, 31, 82, 103, 115}. It's belong to Case(N-b3-a).
Take p ~ 31K ~ iQI(v=rr, A), then s(-n) ~ 450, t(-n) == 25 == 5-1 (mod 31). By (3.4),
0== (_1)30/2+1jt(_n) == 5 (mod 31).
Since 112 == - 3 (mod 31), conditionally proper selection of ')3, we can take 4>(A) ~ 11 E IF31, i.e., 4>((6) ~
6, 4>((3) ~ 5. Thus, 0 ~ (3, i.e., the Gauss sum of order 231 over IF 31 ~c and its conjugation are
G( ) ~ -1 + A 31 15 G(- ) ~ -1- A 31 15X<p 2 ,X<p 2 .
(6). Whenp == 919~9~ (mod 231), p E {-80, -59, -47, -38, -26, -5,46, 79}. It's belong to Case(N-b3-a).
Take p ~ 79, K ~ iQI(R, A), then s(-n) ~ 1170, t(-n) == 55 == 23- 1 (mod 79). Bye (3.4),
0== (_1)30/2+1jt(_n) == 23 (mod 31).
Since 322 == - 3 (mod 79), we can take 4>(A) ~ 32 E IF79, conditionally proper selection of ')3, which means
that 4>((6) ~ - 23,4>((6 ' ) ~ 23. Thus, 0 ~ (6" i.e., the Gauss sum of order 231 over IF79~C and its conjugation
are
G(x<p) ~ 1 - F79 15 , G(X<p) ~ 1 +F7915.
(7). The rest (56 - 6 x 8) ~ 8 elements of order 30 modulo 231 are {-4, -16, -25, -37, -58, 17, 68,101}.
They are exactly generated by p == 919293 (mod 231). But, we notice that p15 == -1 (mod 231), i.e., -1 E<
P >. So, we can evaluate the Gauss sum by the fonnula of "pure" Gauss sums ([1, Tbm 11.6.3] or [8, Lemma2.2])
such as, if we take p ~ 101, then 101 '5 == -1 (mod 231), t ~ 15, s ~ 1. Thus, the Gauss sum of order 231 over
IF10180 is
G( ) ~ 101 ' 5 + 110130/2 ~ 101 '5
X 231
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